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This package contains a whopping 114 scripts all conveniently located in one place. Please see the

description for a full list of scripts including in this amazing package. Product Details: 1. 401 Neutralizer 2.

Access Portal Analyzer 3. Affiliate Ad Rotator 4. Agents of Fortune Flat file Version 5. Agents of Fortune

PROFESSIONAL 6. Agents Unlimited 7. All WhoIS 8. Any page 9. Automatic MYSQL Backup 10. Secure

Email Attachment System 11. Autoresponder System 12. AVS Check 13. Automatic Bookmark 14.

Autonic 15. Automatic Useradd 16. Autothumb 17. Bandwidth Valve 18. Banner Rotator 19. Banner Gate

20. Batch Credit Card Processor 21. Black Widow 22. CGI Spammer Jammer 23. Chameleon 24.

Clickblaster 25. Clicktraders Link Exchange System 26. Credit Card Fraud Scrubber 27. Cyberstash 28.

Database 29. Dbay Auction Software 30. DNS Alert 31. Domain Name Appraiser 32. Domain Name

Popularity Scanner 33. Domain Stalker 34. Email Cash Plus 35. Fake Crontab 36. Fake ID 37. File

Uploader 38. Form-Mail 2000 39. Form Mail Replicator 40. Free 4 All Link Network 41. GIMME DAT FILE!

42. Guestbook Replicator 43. Hot Link Nuke 44. HTML LOCK 45. HTML Parser 46. HTML Rotator 47.

IBILL Processor 48. Installment Plan 49. Internet Postcards 50. Keyword Harvester 51. Land Mine 52.

Link Sorter 53. Magic 8 Ball 54. Mail Jacker 55. Mailman 56. Mail Stats 57. Mastergate 58. Match masters

59. Match masters Pro 60. Micro cities 61. Micro Email Extractor 62. Micro search 63. MimeMailer 64.

MimeMailer II 65. Multiple Domain Host 66. MXplorer (with modules) 67. Newswire 68. Newsbot 69.

Nightly Backup 70. On Hold Domain Scanner 71. Opt In Pro 72. Password Hurler 73. Password Nazi 74.

Paypal Shopping Cart 75. PC Authorize Gateway 76. Perl Script Decrypter 77. Poetry Bot 78.

ProxyBurner 79. Batch Regular Expression Filter 80. Remote FTP Server 81. Replicating Guestbook 82.

Revshare Pro 83. Revshare Toolkit Flatfile System 84. Sales Lead Generator 85. Safelist Pro 86. Site

Search Pro 87. Slot Machine 88. Smart Start Page 89. Snake Killer 90. SpamBam 91. Spy Mailer 92.

Spam Terminator 93. Stealth Server 94. Supercart 95. Superchat 96. Supercloaker 97. Superclix

FLATFILE system 98. Superclix PRO 99. Superfetch 100. Supergate Recurring Billing System 101.

Supermall 102.Super Sorter 103. Super Spider 104. Super Whois 105. Webtrendz Superstats 106.

Topsites 107. Usenet Autoresponder 108. Usenet Email Extractor 109. Virtual Telnet 110. Vterm for
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Authorizenet 111. Vterm 112. Wahoo 113. Whois Data Parser 114. Worm Burner This is a fantastic

package of 114 Power Scripts with Resale Rights. Just a few of the scripts included: MULTILEVEL

EMAIL AUTORESPONDER REPLICATOR THE ULTIMATE OPT-IN EMAIL PROMOTION CGI Script

that allows you to sell or give away autoresponder email addresses that send out unlimited followup

emails to subscribers. Subscribers can be manually added or just email the recipient. Secure admin and

webmaster area provide detailed statistics and management of mailing lists. Admin may add custom

footers and headers to all outgoing email. Remove link function. Setup is a breeze. POWER SAFELIST

PRO EASY TO SETUP SAFELIST OPT IN EMAIL SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC BILLING CGI Script

sets up in seconds and interfaces with any paypal account for easy automated billing. Even charge

monthly recurring billing for your subscribers! New users simply click a button to signup! They get a

confirmation email with instructions which you can customize. Custom headers and footers. Everything

you need to quickly setup a money making safelist service. Works with paypal billing. DOMAIN NAME

APPRAISER REAL TIME WHOIS SCANNER FOR EXPIRED NAMES IN SEARCH ENGINES CGI Script

scans our DAILY UPDATED EXPIRED DOMAIN DATABASE for domain names with high search engine

presence. Scans all the search engines that matter including google, lycos, msn, altavista... Threshold

value allows you to cutoff loser domains with less than interesting presence. SEARCH ENGINE

KEYWORD HARVESTER SCAN FOR POPULAR SEARCH ENGINE PHRASES This script allows you to

scan for popular search engine words and phrases derived from your search word. Also allows filtering

undesirable words (badword list) which can be modified on the fly. Great for generating doorway pages or

getting ideas for domain names or buying search engine keywords. PAYPAL SHOPPING CART

SHOPPING CART FOR USE WITH PAY PAL Shopping cart that uses Paypal Pay Pal payment

checkout. Takes 5 seconds to setup. All code automatically generated. You don't even have to set

permissions. Just upload the files and set 2 paths and you are ready to rip. Design your shopping mall

anyway you like by simply inserting the generated itemcode into your website for seamless design

integration. My 2 year old can set up this program. Handles shipping charges and everything else you

would expect. ON HOLD DOMAIN SCANNER CGI SCRIPT FINDS DOMAINS ON HOLD JUST LIKE

THE PROS DNSRESEARCH sells lists for hundreds to THOUSANDS of dollars and is making a

FORTUNE doing EXACTLY this. It's STUPID. You get a big list of domain names. Sort them out into lists

which are about to expire and sell them as "onhold" domain lists. This is the secret to the entire business.



DNS RESEARCH TOOL DNS analyzation tool Very useful script for DNS and network analysis. Also

useful for network security. Script can be altered to do a number of really cool DNS functions as well.

Easy to use interface for NET:DNS perl module. Gathers complete DNS records and does

comprehensive lookups in batches. HTML ROTATOR Say goodbye to advertising as you know it. This is

the new revolution! MYSQL backend database system allows you to rotate HTML. Similar to a banner

rotator in concept but allows rotation of complete HTML (including images, javascript, any HTML tags).

HTML can be rotated as an exit system, rotate your start page or you can rotate a frame in a page or just

a paragraph or WORD inside any HTML page. It gets better though! This rotator also allows you to

categorize your system with unlimited categories of rotations. In other words you can setup a category

example such as "marketing" or "webhosting" and only rotate HTML ads appropriate for that target

audience. You can sell your ad space however you like (exit pages, frames, whatever) and each client is

provided a login to check their stats. If you have a client with multiple ads the convenient interface lets

them see all their stats with ONE single user/pass so they dont have to be bothered remembering 500

different passwords - although that is optional too. You can also setup to expire one of two ways.

Accounts can be set to expire by number of impressions (when the account holder exceeds the set

number of impressions their ad automatically expires). Accounts can also be set to expire by number of

days (flat rate advertising). This offers you a dual marketing approach to selling your valuable banner

space. We use this very same system to sell ads on our site and it works great. System load is virtually

undetectable. All stats are in real-time. Admin panel allows you to browse all accounts and their individual

statistics, view all ads at once, modify/delete accounts, and even check the overall stats to your server.

Single installation can run ads on unlimited sites. AUTOMATIC MYSQL BACKUP Automate backup and

archival of your MYSQL databases Simple to install script which completely automates backup and

archival of any or all of your mysql databases. You can use in combination with "Nightly Backup" to even

backup to remote servers. Easy to install and reliable. Date stamps each backup so you have no worries

about 0k database backups! Just plug this script in and all your MYSQL backup needs are done

automatically. MICROCITIES Inserts headers and footers on the fly into HTML Geocities Style Now you

can setup a true geocities clone not only on a dedicated server but on a VIRTUAL SERVER! If you are

using a dedicated server our AUTOMATIC USERADD program combined with a little tweaking

completely automates the setup of REAL ftp, telnet, webspace, and email pop accounts. Now add on this



program to insert HTML headers and or footers on the fly on every webpage! You can even set this up to

work in just a subdirectory of a domain or the whole domain! The applications are endless. Use to put ads

at the top and bottom of forums, guestbooks, wwwboards, you name it. Script allows you to choose

extentions affected (.htm, .html, .shtml, etc) and sets up in seconds! No compiling or hacking apache.

This is the easiest and once again the FIRST program of its kind on the net. SUPER SORTER Sorts any

file alphabetically and removes duplicates A CGI Script that you can use to sort and organize ANY text

file database. Use it to cleanup email lists, URL lists, addressbooks, absolutely any text file can be quickly

sorted into alphabetical order and all duplicates removed. Great tool to use with the whois parser so you

don't waste time querying whois over and over for the same domain name. Also a great tool to sort

through address books and lists of URLS if you are building a search engine. Works great for flatfile

search engines such as matchmasters (not pro version) where you can quickly delete all of the duplicate

submissions made from people hitting the submit button multiple times. A great tool for any webmaster.

REGEXFILTER PHRASE FINDER Batch Find and Replace Spider Drop this CGI script into any directory

on your webserver and run it from the browser or telnet and it instantly does a search and replace (or

delete) for any regular expression(s) in every file present inside the directory structure. Smartspider

technology locates all files and will completely probe even the most complex subdirectory trees. Use it to

replace (for example) any slogan, menubar, graphic link, phrase, misspelled word(s), old phone numbers,

etc. Best of all is you can use this tool to remove all of those stupid MICROSOFT spam HTML tags & for

example from your entire website. The CGI script counts, logs and reports on all files filtered in real time.

CGI script is extremely fast. AUTO THUMBNAIL & GALLERY MAKER Automatic Thumbnail Maker and

Photo Organizer CGI Script which you simply drop inside your website and execute and it spiders your

entire directory structure, creates thumbnail images and organizes all your photographic content into

easily browsable html with thumbnail tables that link to the actual image. Creates true uniform, beautiful

thumbnail images - this is not just some cheap html trick. Great way to surf and organize complex image

archives and to organize content automatically. You can control the size of the thumbnail images and the

look of the html output very easily. Spiders even the most complicated directory structures and wont

make mistakes like other programs! Save endless hours creating thumbnail galleries and organizing

content by using this program to archive thousands of images in seconds. Thumbnails are organized into

a seperate, parallel directory structure and not littered everywhere. Logs all activity and creates files you



can use for other applications or simply search through to find that jpeg you lost 6 months ago. SUPER

WHOIS INTERNATIONAL TELNET OR CGI WHOIS CLIENT CGI Script works with the new-mangled

whois system introduced 1 Dec 1999. A web based whois client for RFC-954 compliant whois servers

using the shared domain registration system as revised 1 December 1999. Under the new domain-name

regime the whois system is now distributed amongst the various domain-police H H H H H H H H H H

registrars, thereby requiring that we make at least two separate requests (to two separate servers) for

each whois record. This program will first go to the "root" whois server and ask for a record. If found, the

root server will tell us where to go get the actual record, and then we go get it. You can replace the whois

program on your server and run by telnet or run as a cgi script. FORM MAIL REPLICATOR GIVE AWAY

FORMS TO TARGET ONLINE CONSUMERS WITH ADS CGI script allows you to setup in minutes and

users signup to build forms to use for selling products, surveys, or whatever. Easy to use web based

interface helps clients build forms even if they don't have a clue about html. They can also add custom

autoreply messages, delete forms and build as many forms per account as they wish. Each form has a

custom header and footer area for you to display banners and information so its a great way to target

BUYERS. Set it up on a secure server and you have about the best banner targeting available! All

administration is done through the browser. Shows you how many forms are currently online and how

many forms have been executed. Admin panel allows you to broadcast email messages to all users

though the web. Also allows you to add a custom email signature to each outgoing message. HTML

PROTECTOR (HTMLOCK) STOP PEOPLE FROM RIPPING OFF YOUR HTML CGI script that prevents

right clicking to save images from your HTML and also prevents viewing source code AND downloading

the HTML. Completely stops snaking HTML and importation by busting up links trees. This will annoy the

hell out of those losers ripping off your HTML source code for sure. It's not 100 bulletproof but will stop

99.99 of the idiots that can't create content that's for sure and will give them one hell of a headache trying

to rip off your site. WHOIS DATA PARSER PARSE WHOIS DATA INTO FLATFILE FORMAT Simple

script allows you to parse TLD's .com, .net, and into delimited flatfile databases. All data is extracted

including domain owner information, all contacts, email addresses, name servers, and more. Complete

whois information is stored in final database. Lightning fast parsing and no limitations on how big or small

your parsing jobs can be. Great for doing marketing campaigns as both email addresses, names, and

domain names are included in database which makes it easy to use for contacting webmasters on a



personal basis. Great tool for constructing search engine databases. DOMAIN STALKER There are

hundreds of domain names expiring every day. For one reason or another people give up on their sites --

they've lost interest, or because of current situation with advertising on Internet they can't afford to pay for

hosting, or maybe they simply didn't renew their registration in time. But old links from other sites are still

there. In fact, some expired domains have thousands of old links still pointing to them. It's a shame that all

this traffic is going nowhere. Webmasters work hard to get links on other popular sites, and here we have

hundreds and hundreds of old links pointing nowhere. Wouldn't it be great to be able to find those expired

domain names with great link popularity, simply register it, and get hundreds of unique visitors practically

for free? This handy CGI Script which probes Internic for domains on hold status. Intuitive browser based

point and click interface allows you to use keywords to scan for domains about to drop or that have

recently dropped. Stores domain name lists in flatfile format so you can easily interface with our

AUTONIC domain registration bot. You can also manually just click on the domain name to register

quickly through network solutions. Another greatly useful feature is the ability to scan each domain name

for search engine links. SUPERCLOAKER THE MOST ADVANCED HTML CLOAKING TECHNOLOGY

AVAILABLE The old days when you had to cloak page by page are over. When I first invented HTML

cloaking in the mid 90's you had to install a special page for EACH html page you wanted to cloak. Now

with supercloaker a single 5 minute install will protect your ENTIRE WEBSITE. Furthermore, if you have

ability to fully utilize .htaccess you don't have to use .shtml extentions so the cloaking is 100 transparent.

NOBODY has ths technology... until now. The program comes with a recently updated list of spider IP's

and these lists can be updated and found all over the net. Keep your precious HTML protected with

SUPERCLOAKER the most advanced HTML cloaking software online. Just another trend setting script as

usual from Superscriptsthat was whipped up in about 10 minutes and have been holding onto for about 3

years. Keep watching the site... only about 400 more scripts to go! POETRY BOT INTELLIGENT

POETRY WRITER ROUTINE This awesome script allows you to entertain your visitors with randomly

generated poems in any style you want. Just change the simple text files containing nouns, verbs, and

the like and you get randomly generated poems in any style you want. Ginsberg was chosen as default.

The point of this script will not be obvious at first. Sure its fun to play with and entertaining but the power

of this script was when I hacked out the routines to generate titles for websites to spamdex the hell out of

adultcheck and other sites... don't worry, its coming soon. In the meantime have a little fun for a change.



SALES LEAD GENERATOR EFFECTIVE SALES LEAD GENERATOR OR SURVEY CGI SCRIPT Easy

to setup CGI Script that generates highly targeted sales leads or perform surveys by allowing your

website visitors to register and download a free sample of your merchandise, a coupon, discount code,

tutorial, information, or any other incentive. Requires visitor to enter valid email address in order to

receive free download access. Registration form may be customized - only required field is email field and

opt-in checkbox. All information collected in the form is stored in a flatfile database which can be easily

imported into Excel or Access. Also works with our Xtractor Pro Mailing List Manager and Microextractor

CGI Scripts to send out more information about your company if they opt-in. Script allows registrants to

opt-out so there is no worry about sending email to anyone that did not request it. GUESTBOOK

REPLICATOR MULTILEVEL GUESTBOOK PROMOTER Forget link-o-matic. They suck anyway. This is

a multi-level free giveaway guestbook replicator that is completely self contained. Easy to install. Setup

and users can create with a simple form an instant customizable guestbook on any topic they wish. Each

"sub" user even has their own admin panel. The master admin panel keeps you in control and allows you

to blast messages to all the message boards (you can charge for this by integrating with one of our many

billing systems). Since everything is cross-linked this makes a great spider trap to give you traffic. Your

custom header and footer are displayed on every single page. Admin point and click allows total control

over the entire system. AUTOMATIC USERADD CREATES REAL USER ACCOUNTS VIA WEB FORM

From a simple 2 form field (username/password) this script creates a REAL ftp account. Any mediocre

programmer can also add other routines to add mail accounts, etc. A great building block and you won't

find this type of script ANYWHERE on the net. We are the only site with this technology. PERL SCRIPT

DECRYPTER HAVING TROUBLE CUSTOMIZING SOME LOSER'S CGI SCRIPT? Don't you HATE it

when you are trying to customize a script and they strip out all the new lines in some lame attempt to

keep you from taking out their spam and making it look the way you want it to? I mean that's the whole

POINT of perl - that's WHY its a beautiful NON-COMPILED language. Well, this little tool is the solution

ALL WHOIS CDOMAIN PRO CLONEWARE Works just like cdomain but coded Superscriptsstyle from

scratch. Increased the speed of performance with all the features a professional registrar needs. All whois

does everything cdomain pro boasts only better. Enables researching domain name availability for all

registrars (not just internic). This script is a nice service for webhosting companies. Allows user to search

for domain name availability with ANY registrar. Also does global searches based on keywords so if you



can't register partyyou can search all the other NIC's in the world (i.e. .uk, .mx, etc.) to see if you can

register something like party.uk.co or whatever. Adding new registrars is a snap and installation takes

maybe 2 minutes. CLICKBLASTER MYSQL MULTILEVEL CLICKTHROUGH AFFILIATES SYSTEM

Clickblaster will send you so much traffic your provider may actually shut you down. This is a seriously

hardcore promotional engine with a mysql backend for ultraspeed and ultralow CPU drainage. The

system tracks hits through 3 levels and even to the point of sale. Thus you track the "hit and runs" or

primary clickthroughs, the people that actually surf through your site to a secondary page, and even to a

3rd (or tertiary) page. Various rewards are distributed depending on the QUALITY of the clickthrough

traffic so you don't get screwed by losers trying to cheat your system. There are 4 variables to compare.

Initial clickthrough, secondary page, tertiary page, and sale. The 2nd, 3rd, and sale pages can be hidden

ANYWHERE on your server making it a virtual nightmare for anyone to try and hack through. Banners are

served from the AFFILIATES server which minimizes server load. Impressions are not tracked in this

version because well - who the hell cares anyway? The point of this clickthrough system is that when an

affiliate earns a specified number of "credits" they earn a free prize, free password, or whatever. All

screening is done manually and the great thing is everyone that signs up is automatically stored in a

handy email database for future marketing. Tracks with cookies and our special IP tracking for extra

security. You really should try this one out on our site to get a feel for what this is all about. All I can say is

when I launched the predecessor (bannergate) I was completely unprepared for the level of traffic this

was about to generate. This is now the second generation of this type of clickthrough marketing tool and I

feel it is a superior design. Bannergate has its place, but this in my opinion is like the atomic bomb.

Members can check their stats in realtime. Admin interface allows easy overview of accounts and deletion

of dead accounts. Once user has surpassed your predefined threshold an email is sent out to the

administrator notifying that a free account has been earned. .SUPERSTATS LOG ANALYZER DONT

BUY WEB TRENDS! THEY SUCK! I purchased Web Trends awhile back. The program looked great, but

was virtually useless. Everyday you had to download your stats (10-20 megabytes of data) and then Web

Trends would spit out a ton of data which I manually checked and found to be innaccurate. I also signed

up for their affilliate program but they never sent me a dime. Worse was 50 of the data analysis was

completely worthless. Thus, I invented a completely automated version of their program except I took out

all the bugs and didnt waste time making pretty graphics. This is a hardcore statistical analyzer.



Calculates raw hits, page views, bookmarked visitors, home page views, unique visitors, bandwidth, page

views per visitor, operating systems and browsers used, error reports, lists top refering URLS, most and

least popular webpages on your site, and even does security checks to warn you of hackers trading

passwords and networks launching password hurler attacks. This may not be as pretty as Web Trends

but its a hell of alot more useful. Runs automatically via crontab. .BANNER GATE Clicks for password

promotional system A completely new concept in marketing your password site. Allow users to signup

and send you unique clicks for free access to your password site. Instant account activation, secure code

blocks uses of image tag and frame triggers. Tracks both with cookies and IP addresses to prevent

cheating. Members can check their stats in realtime. Admin interface allows easy overview of accounts

and deletion of dead accounts. Once user has surpassed your predefined threshold an email is sent out

to the administrator notifying that a free account has been earned. 30 days after installing bannergate on

superscriptswe received over 50,000 FREE impressions and 2900 UNIQUE clickthroughs. The best part

about this is it only costs you a password for the traffic. AUTONIC Automatic Domain ONHOLD stalker

and grabber Stalking out a killer domain name that is on hold status? Set autonic to run on crontab every

morning with Internic reboots and it will query whois automatically to check the current registration status.

If Autonic finds the domain name to be available it will instantly register it automatically. Also sends you a

copy of the registration form. NIGHTLY BACKUP Automated website archiver - mirror - backup utility If

you make money online then you know your website is your lifeline. Keep your password databases,

billing databases, or even your entire website safe and secure on multiple webservers! Now you can

sleep assured that your files can be restored in seconds from a perfect backup done automatically as

often as you wish. Easy to setup script that will archive and transfer a copy of your entire website or any

directory of files to another server to provide you with a nightly, weekly, or monthly automated backup.

Files are not overwritten so there is no danger of file corruption caused if backups fail and write 0K files.

SUPERFAST BANNER ROTATOR MYSQL BACKENDED BANNER ROTATION SYSTEM Not only is

this the fastest banner rotator script known to mankind it also has cool new expiration concepts for selling

ads. You can setup multiple accounts and each account holder can login with a username/password to

check their impressions, clickthroughs and CTR's in realtime. The cool thing is you can set accounts to

expire one of two ways. Accounts can be set to expire by number of impressions (when the account

holder exceeds the set number of impressions their ad automatically expires). Accounts can also be set



to expire by number of days (flat rate advertising). This offers you a dual marketing approach to selling

your valuable banner space. We use this very same system to sell ads on our site and it works great.

System load is virtually undetectable. All stats are in realtime. Admin panel allows you to browse all

accounts and their individual statistics, view all banner ads at once, modify/delete accounts, and even

check the overall impressions and clicks to your server. AGENTS UNLIMITED MULTILEVEL AFFILIATE

SOFTWARE SOLUTION Affiliate engine capable of integrating into virtually any billing system allows you

to reward affiliates commissions for referred sales. Our newest system supports unlimited levels of

payouts to drive your sales through the roof! Each payout level may be set to a percentage of the sale or

a flat rate commission. Similar interface and features as our popular Agents of Fortune Professional

including instant account activation, secure text links, real time statistics, easy database backup and

restore. Simple integration into virtually all online billing systems and shopping carts. Negligible server

load requirements. Ergonomic statistical interface allows zooming into sales records from year to day to

sale. SLOT MACHINE OPT IN EMAIL COLLECTION SCRIPT Clever opt-in email collection cgi script

which allows visitors to your site to play a virtual "slot-machine" to win a product or get a free membership

to your website. Player can "warm-up" spinning the slot machine as many times as they want before

spinning for real. Multiple security features allow you to prevent abusers from using bots or cheating the

system. Requires real email address to collect prize. If you setup the slot machine for "products" you can

also customize and link the slot machine images so visitors are looking at products from your site. When

they click on one of the images they are taken to a special product information url. Great way to build

targeted email lists from your visitors and great promotional tool. SUPERMALL MYSQL BASED

MULTIPLE VENDOR SHOPPING MALL SYSTEM Supermall is much more than a shopping cart.

Supermall allows a single mall administrator to sell merchandise from multiple vendors by drop-shipment

(like CD-now does). The administrator can add vendor information to the mall and add individual items

provided by each vendor so when an order is placed invoices are emailed (or can be faxed through

email-fax translation services) to vendors and orders are drop-shipped so you never have to actually

stock any inventory. The mall client interface allows browsing by categories (yahoo-style) or multiple

keyword searches. All features are accessible by the admin panel to allow easy editing and administration

of the mall. Customers and the administrator can check and print out confirmation pages created when an

order is approved. Supermall supports manual credit card validation and real-time validation through



authorize.net. Stores customer information in mysql which you can use for future promotional purposes.

No HTML required to add new items - simply fill out forms and pages are generated for every item. Each

item page can have html, pictures, etc. Item pages give you maximum search engine visibility unlike

cgi-generated html pages. Many more features planned for future upgrades including statistical and

profitability reports. Easily integrates into any of our affiliate software packages MATCHMASTERS PRO

MYSQL PERSONAL CLASSIFIEDS DATING SCRIPT Based on our popular matchmasters script this is a

more serious solution for dating sites. The pro version uses powerful MYSQL database structures and

modular code design to allow complete customization of the searching/profile parameters and html output

(cosmetics). Capable of altering the search parameters/fields to unlimited option or keyword based

search fields. Multiple keyword search logic allows matching for complex search profiles. Admin panel

allows counting members, bulk emailing all members, login/edit/delete of member profiles. Members can

upload photos, search, bookmark profiles, view member photos, and send private email messages

anonymously. Many more features planned for this systems future upgrades. May be implemented as a

free "attraction" to your existing website or easily integrates into billing systems to charge for services.

MICROSEARCH CUSTOMIZABLE WEB-BASED SEARCHABLE MYSQL DATABASE Need to put a

searchable database online? Microsearch allows you to easily generate custom, searchable databases

with unlimited searchable fields (keyword or selection based). Creates add.html and search.html

interfaces automatically. Admin interface allows search and delete of records quickly. Mysql

archtitechture for handling large databases with the fastest search technology. SUPER SPIDER URL

SPIDER AND DOMAIN EXTRACTOR SCRIPT You are going to love this script! A simple, yet powerful

cgi script with mysql database interface that will allow you to spider the internet and collect unique urls

and domain names at the speed of light! 5 minutes to configure, set your starting url and the spider will

start probing the internet from the starting url collecting every single link and unique domain name it finds

along the way. A great way to construct targeted marketing databases or start your own search engine.

Script allows you to select spidering depth or just leave it until your hard drive explodes with data. This

script is a masterpiece. AVSCHECK ADULTCHECK CLONE AGE VERIFICATION SYSTEM Basically

this is a clone of adult check age verification system. Probably even better than their software actually.

Mysql database backend and authorizepayment gateways allow you to run your own Age Verification

System. Built in 2 level affiliate structure allows you to payout commissions to both webmasters that refer



members and webmasters that refer other webmasters. Search the entire AVS database by keywords or

browse by category. Generates signup messages, realtime cc processing. Webmaster lounge lets them

see their commissions in realtime or tweak their sites. Admin interface gives you overall control to

approve or delete sites. You can also revoke commissions to webmasters in event of fraud or

chargeback. *Create your ownw ebsites and operate them with these scripts. *You can sell this entire

Package over and over and keep all the money. *You can sell the scripts individually. *You can split the

scripts into different related groups to create and sell *special interest script ackages *You can start your

own private membership site and charge customers a monthly fee for access to the scripts. Plus much

more...
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Website Reseller Master Script

Career Service Script

P2P File Sharing Service Script

Recipe Service Script

You Send It Script

Real Estate Finder Script

Search Engine Submission Script

X Drive Service Script

Web Ring Services Script

Secret Message X Script

Website Gateway Master Script

Hot Or Not Script

Shopping Cart Script

Restaurant Directory Script

Theme Shopping Cart Scripts

Freelancer Script

Website Directory Master Script

Deal Informer Master Script

Logo Store Script

Online Lotto Script

Classifieds Service Script

Friendship Network Script

Gaming Directory Script

Garage Sale Directory Script

Perfect Date Script

Gas Prices Directory Script

Java Script Pro
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26 Scripts In One Whole Package

3 X 3 Matrix Script

MEGA PACKAGE - PHP/CGI SCRIPTS

E-Gold Php Script Head Or Tail

E-gold,Paypal,Stormpay 3x3 Matrix Php Script

Auction Site Script

*NEW* Script Jungle - 10 Great Scripts - RESALE RIGHTS

*NEW* Blog Spider Pro | Auto-Blog Builder Script

*NEW* $7 Secrets With Script | How I Made Over $3,000 In Just 7 Days .

News Ticker Script

*NEW* Stop Spammers With My Contact Station - The World S #1 Contact Script Solution

*NEW!* SOFTWARE INDEX Site PHP Script Like Hotscripts.com, Scripts.com+ Master Resale
Rights

SONY ERICSSON Unlock SOFTWARE Z600 P900 P800 Z200 +more (see Description)

*NEW!* Download Site Creator - Download Membership Web Site Creator PHP Script | Membership
Site Owners: Give Your Members A Break!

ClikGatePro - Perfect For Protecting Your Files, Or Members Subscription Site

150 FLASH GAMES SCRIPT WEBSITE GAMES PHP ONLINE GAME

E Gold Games 8 Egold Games Script

Solarpay Payment Processor Script - Master Resell Rights

114 Power Scripts All With Resell Rights Mega Package!

Image, File And Document Hosting And Sharing Script

Webmaster Sticky Scripts -Webmaster Tool Generator Scripts With Master Resell Rights!

Bux.to Clone Script W/ AlertPay

The Autosurf Auto Paid Daily Scripts With Resell Rights

The Affiliate Directory Script With Resell Rights

Bux.to Clone Script W/ PayPal

Alertpay Randomizer Script
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Paypal Raffle Script

Adsense Magnet Script - Real Content Pages For The Surfer And More Clicks

Indiana Jones And The City Of The Gods Script PDF

Photoshop 3D & EBook Cover Action Script

Subscription Membership WebSite Manager Software With Master Resell Rights

Learn How To Install Your Own Scripts

The Big Fat Get My File Download Script - Easy Way To Disguise Your Download Links

Special Offer Manager Script

Exponential Profit Multiplier Script

Buy Me A Word - Word Cloud Script

EzyLinkExpire - Web Link Expire & Mask PHP Script!

*New* PayPal Money Making Script

Buy Me A Beverage Donation Script

Bux.to Duplicate Script

Adbux Clone Script!

Buxpay PTC Script

Nice Ptc Script

PTC Script!

Your Own Bux V4 PTC Script

The PTCShop Web Script

Bux3.com Clone Script

WebAsyst Shop-Script Premium Template

Aurora GPT/PTC Script

Image And File Hosting Script

Complete Easy Webtools Software Script Turnkey Website

Complete Easy Webtools Software Script Turnkey Website

Turnkey Pay To Click Scripts
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*New* Niche Modulator : Increase Your Order Conversions And Sign Ups To Your Newsletter By Up
To 400 With The Ultimate Niche Marketer Power Script (Master Resell Rights)

5iveBux PTC Script - Many Features - Authorized Reseller - Original One!

BattleScript

Lottery For Gen 2 Ptc Script

3x15 Matrix System PHP Script
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